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Guided city tours. Oslo. 

Guided walking tours 2 – 3 hours. 
 

Walking guided tour in the center of the city with visit to City Hall (2 hours) 

You will start your tour through Oslo with the visit to City hall, where Nobel Peace Prize is 

awarded. Then during the tour you will see: main street of Oslo – Karl Johans gate, Royal Palace, 

National theater, University, and main other attractions, which are situated mainly on Karl Johans 

gate. The tour will end near the Oslo Opera house, located at the shore of Oslofjord.  

 

Trip through time – Åkerhus and Åkerbrygge (2 hours) 

Åkerhus fortress has been a reliable defender of the city since the ancient times. The tour will start 

at the City Hall square, at the place where historical and modern parts of the town come together.  

During the tour we will walk throung the city learning a lot about its history.  

 

Long live the King! The theme tour (3 hours) 

Norway has always been a monarchy ruled by kings. In the most cases the crown was passed 

through the generations from the king to his son, but here in Norway, sometimes kings were 

elected. There were times then the King of Norway ruled only in this country, but there were also 

times, then Sweden and Denmark were also under the King of Norway, and his power were almost 

unlimited. During this tour you will learn about the past kings of Norway, modern royal family and 

the future of monarchy in this country. 

 

From hieroglyphs to Munch (History museum and National gallery) (3 hours) 

What could be in common between Norwegians, who lived here centuries ago and modern citizens? 

Not only traditions, passed from generations, but art. It’s the ability to draw and paint, on canvas or 

stone, to carve wood and create beautiful things. It’s the ability to see beauty in nature and the 

things around you.  

 

Combo tours, by transport + by foot 
 

Sailing Oslo fjord, visit to Fram and Kon-Tikki museums (3 hours) 

This tour beautifully combines education and leasure. This guided tour offers walking tour 

combined with a relaxed boat trip and visits to two museums Fram and Kon-Tikki.  

 

Oslo Guided tour with visit to Vigeland Sculpture park (3 hours) 

Oslo city hall will be the first highlight and a starting point of this tour. Afterwards you will visit by 

car historical and modern parts of the city, and arrive to the one of the famous sculpture parcs 

created by Gustav Vigeland. Here you will spend no more than 1 hour, but you will able to follow 

the whole life of the sulpture.   

 

Guided tour of Oslo center, Vigeland Sculpture Park and Holmenkollen (4 hours) 

If you are into sports and are interested in sport events in Oslo and Norway, if you follow skiing and 

ski jumping competitions, we recommend you to extend the tour and visit Holmenkollen, wherethe 
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stadium is situated as well as and famous ski ramp. Here you will have an opportunity to get to its 

highest point and enjoy the view.  

 

Guided tour of Oslo center Vigeland sculpture park and Viking ship museum (4 hours) 

There wouldn’t be Norway without long history of vikings. Who they were and where they came 

from?  How they lived and what they believed in – all this you will find out during this tour. The 

tour will start with classic Oslo city tour, them will take you to Vigeland sculpture park, and then 

the atmosphere of modern Oslo will change to Viking times in the ship museum.  

Whole day excursions, by transport + by foot. 
 

Neat guided tours are aimed for those who want to see much more in one day. 

 

City guided tour, Vigeland sculpture park and Kon-Tikki museum or Museum of Cultural 

history (5 – 6 hours) 

This guided tour will combine essential Oslo guided tour with Vigeland sculpture park and also 

museums on Bygdoy peninsula, which is rightly called “the Museum Peninsula”. There are several 

of them and you can adjust the trip to your interests. We strongly recommend Folkemuseum (the 

Museum of Cultural history) – it’s an open-air museum with more than 150 buildings brought from 

different parts of the country representing life other local people in different times.  

 

All of Oslo in one day (7-8 hours) 

This guided tour will allow you to see as much as possible in one day, though  of course this is 

impossible to see everything in such a short period of time.  Oslo is a huge town,  full of different 

attractions and places worth visiting. It has at least 250 museums! Usually people visit only th4e 

centar once, but we offer not to limit yourself to the popular routes and see more of Oslo – visit 

Åkerhus castle and imagine how Norway’s royalty lived, get to the jumping rump at Holmenkollen,  

and visit skiing museum, and of course have some quite time, to have lunch in one of the oldest 

restaurants here on Holmenkollen with the view over the city.   
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